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Abstract: The Olympic Games, as the global sports event, attract many countries in the world to participate in and they always take obtaining the right of holding it as the pride of the country. With the constant development of the Olympic Games, people have proposed higher requirements for it and the reformation is eagerly needed and the reformation is mainly concentrated on the item setting. According to a large amount of theoretical research to the item setting of Olympic Games in academia, there is big issue about the item setting for the current Summer Olympic Games which has sustained for a long time. Its practical representations are the contradiction between narrowing the scope of the Olympic Games and borrowing in the new items and the contradiction of gender equality in item setting and also the contradiction of balancing the business value and social value. Therefore, this thesis will mainly study on the evolution and value of the item setting of the Summer Olympic Games and propose reasonable improvement measures for the issue of the item setting, combining with the practical conditions, and thus to better promote the sustain development of the Summer Olympic Games.
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The Olympic Games is the worldwide sports event. With the updating and improvement of sports events, new events have been introduced in constantly and also some old events have been excluded. In February, 2013, International Olympic Committee (IOC) issued a statement that the event of wrestling will be excluded in the Summer Olympic Games of 2020 and the 26 events of Olympic Games will become 25. And before the wrestling quitting from the Olympic Games, the events of PingPang and badminton are also facing the problem of being excluded from the Olympic Games, which attracts the wide attention in the sports circles in China. Wrestling, as one of the three major events of the Summer Olympic Games, will be excluded from the Olympic Games which has caused a big stir within the international scope. And the root causes are that each time after the Olympic Games finished, the IOC will evaluate each event to maintain the justice of the Olympic Games and view the item setting from a developing perspective. The new events should replace the old events to provide foundations for the sustainable development of the Olympic Games.

1. The Evolution of the Item Setting of the Summer Olympic Games

The competitive events of the Summer Olympic Games can be classified as max term, middle term and minor term but in the first Olympic Games held in 1896, there were only nine competitive events. Therewith, through constant innovation and improvement, the Olympic Games have bigger and bigger influence in the worldwide scope and the number of competitive events has also increased. For the setting of the competitive events of the Summer Olympic Games, the IOC has clearly stipulated that events such as track and field, basketball, football, gymnastics, weightlifting, swordplay, rowing, boxing, judo, wrestling and swimming should at least be included in. Since the Olympic Games in Munich in 1972, all the above sports have been included in each Summer Olympic Games and the number of competitive events in each Olympic Games has also increased. There were 21 max
terms and 195 minor terms in the Munich Olympic Games; 28 max terms and 300 minor terms in Sydney Olympic Games in 2000; 26 max terms and 300 minor terms in London Olympic Games in 2012. IOC has clear provision for the item setting of the Olympic Games that the number of max terms should be less than 28 and the minor terms less than 301 and the participants less than 10500 [1-8]. Male competitive events in Olympic Games should be spread in 75 countries of the world crossing four continents and female competitive events in Olympic Games should be spread in more than 40 countries crossing three continents. The minor terms of the competitive events are the max terms of the competitive events in Olympic Games and one competitive event can only be internationally recognized by obtaining the recognition in the aspects of participants and the regional scope and also being widely spread in at least 50 countries. It is easy to recognize that rapid growth of the item number of the Olympic Games can indirectly reflect a great influence of the Olympic Games itself. But because the scope of holding Olympic Games has become bigger and bigger, the burden of the host country become heavier and heavier, and the reformation and innovation for the future development of the Olympic Games have become people’s necessary choice [9-16].

After Rogge taking charge of IOC in 2001, narrowing the scope of holding Olympic Games has become the primary task and reformation orientation. Although currently the effects of narrowing the scope are not obvious, the general orientation is right which thus will be bound to be represented in the future [17-21]. In 2007, the IOC announced one important reformation measure in 2007 that from 2020, the competitive events of the Summer Olympic Games will be narrowed to 25 max terms and three contemporary max terms can be added appropriately according to the practical conditions. Therefore, in the future, there must be more competitive events being excluded from the Olympic Games and the wrestling is exactly one of the events excluded from the Summer Olympic Games under the backgrounds of reformation. Hence, the time of the Olympic Games’ sustained expanding in scope has formally announced to be over but step into a totally new era [22-27].

2. Controversies of Item Setting Standards in Summer Olympics

2.1 Deal with the Conflicts between Scale Reduction and New Items

New games will be added into Olympics after some traditional items were eliminated. The conflict relationship between new items and the original ones will reflect their fierce competition. As a common activity, Olympic Games should reflect the organic integration of international features and national characteristics to realize the national equality, which is always emphasized. From the perspective of the current item setting of Olympics, the majority of them are Western traditional economic and sports items, and items of other regions are few. The phenomenon attributes to the close relationship between Olympic Games and Western culture, but the world and national characteristics still fail to be shown after the long development and innovation, which has been one of the top problems that should be improved at present. Therefore, only by leading more non-Western sport games into Olympics, can it develop comprehensively.

2.2 Reflect Gender Equality in Item Setting

In the process of development of Olympics, females had the opportunity of attending Olympics after experiencing many hardships. International Olympic Committee declared in 1924 that females could attend Olympics. Since then, more females attended Olympics, which was especially obvious in some small items. Promoting females to attend Olympics is always the reform orientation of International Olympic Committee. The number of sportswomen in Olympics increases sharply in recent years, and sportswomen could attend more games. The setting of women’s boxing item in London Olympics in 2012 symbolized
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that females had the equal position with males in Olympics. But many items still need to be improved in the future. The phenomenon that females are banned to attend Olympics in some countries and areas runs in opposite directions with the spirit of national equality that International Olympic Committee advocates. Therefore, the concept of gender equality should be deepened now, and females should be encouraged to attend sports games.

2.3 Coordinate Commercial Value and Social Value of Items

The business operation model is the most obvious reform of Olympics, which invigorates Olympics. For example, business operation achieved success for the first time in Los Angeles Olympics in 1984, which brought strong social response and explored the business value and potential of Olympics. However, from another perspective, the application of the business model also has some severe weaknesses, which, to some extent, hinders the diffusion of Olympic spirit. Therefore, effectively balance business value and social value of Olympics under the times background becomes one of the top priorities of reform, which will have a profound influence on the future development of Olympics.

The development of Olympic Games is closely associated with social progress. If Olympic Games do not develop in the commercialized environment, its sustainable development will be impossible. Therefore, avoiding the excessive commercialization in the premise of bringing commercial operation into fully play is one of the problems that should be solved at first to reform Olympic Games. In addition, assessing economic value and social value of Olympic items in a scientific and reasonable way should be further explored and improved.

2.4 Balance the Impact of Eurocentrism on Olympic Games

From the perspective of Olympic sports items, most of these items originated from Europe, and have closed association with European culture. In addition, Eurocentrism could be reflected in these sports items. For example, horsemanship is ignored in Europe; most of local people have no idea about its basic rules; there is no professional horsemanship talent in Europe who can attend competitions. In Long Olympics, other countries only won 2 bronze medals in the horsemanship item. It is obvious that horsemanship Eurocentrism is serious. However, nobody appealed to cancel this item since horsemanship joined in Olympic Games. Similarly, other old Eurocentrism sports items such as fencing and kayak are still kept in Olympic Games. Europe takes the absolute advantage in these sports items. In addition, European representatives have the absolute discourse power in International Olympic Committee. 7 members come from Europe among all 8 International Olympic Committee members. Besides, Eurocentrism has profound influence on the setting of Olympic sports games. Even USA, the dominant power of Olympic Games, fails to replace Europe’s advantage in Olympic Games.

There are clear standards on the selection of Olympic sports items. These sports items must be at least launched in males of 75 countries in 4 continents and females of 40 countries in 3 continents. However, apart from some main traditional items such as ball games, track and field events, and swimming, only a small amount of them come from other areas; most of Olympic sports items do not comply with the selection standards. For example, the new sports item—golf which was introduced in Rio de Janeiro Olympic Games in 2016 is a popular sport in Europe, but it is ignored in other countries and areas. Most of people do not know its basic rules and are not interested in watching golf. Therefore, the way to effectively balance the impact of Eurocentrism on the setting of Olympic sports item needs to be further improved in the modern age.

2.5 Effectively Reduce the Impact of the Host Country on the Sports Item Setting

It is common knowledge that the host country tends
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to have deep influence on the setting of Olympic items, which is one of the basic factors for the elimination or introduction of sports items. For example, Japan, the host country, introduced judo into Olympic Games in 1964. Japanese judo is well known in the world; Japan has strong competitiveness on judo; judo is the national-sport-skill in Japan. South Korea, the host country, introduced its characteristic item—kickboxing into Olympic Games in 1988 Seoul Olympic Games. USA, the host country, introduced women’s football and beach volleyball into Olympic Games in 1996 Atlanta Olympic Games. As a result, America won two golden medals in these two new sports events.

3. Analysis about the Value of the Item Setting of the Summer Olympic Games

3.1 The Setting of the Competitive Events Should Be Flexible

There are two aims of narrowing the scope of the Olympic Games, the one is to relieve the burden of the host country and the other is to provide foundation and space for introducing more new events to the Olympic Games. And it has become certain tendency that there will be 25 max terms and three contemporary max terms in the future Olympic Games and the three contemporary max terms will be determined by the practical conditions which can reflect the flexibility of choosing events to the largest extend. Therefore, the wrestling which has been excluded from the Olympic Games will compete with various events such as baseball, wushu and judo for the three quotas of contemporary max terms in the future Summer Olympic Games which proves that it still have chance to become the formal competitive events of the Summer Olympic Games [28-32].

3.2 The Setting of Items Can Meet the Individual Needs of Teenagers

Improving the competitive events becomes more attractive to teenagers and is always one of the major aims of the reformation of IOC and the IOC has always tried hard for this. Listing BMX as the competitive event of the Olympic Games is exactly to attract more teenagers. With the progression of society and the change of living environment, the elements that can attract teenagers have changed accordingly, and online games and TV programs seems more attractive for teenagers which has become an issue faced by all of us [33-36]. So to attract more teenagers, IOC will be committed to set more events that can attract teenagers’ participating, and the teenagers are the source of the future development of the events. If the competitive events can not follow the time and satisfy the individual needs of teenagers, then the Olympic Games will no longer exist in the future multi-decades.

3.3 The Popularity of Sports Events Focused on.

Table tennis and badminton are two controversial sports events in Olympic Games in recent years. Other countries appeal to cancel these two sports events for multiple times because China keeps the absolute advantage in these two sports events and these two sports are played widely in China. For example, China only lost one golden medal in table tennis and badminton events in 2008 and 2012 Olympic Games. China even won all medals in three badminton world championships. It was not accidental for China to make such glorious achievements. These two sports events have been accepted in the world and are even regarded as the sports events for China. To promote table tennis event to be the professional event like NBA will be the main development direction in China. Only spreading the influence of China in this event, can China spread this sport in a wider range.

For the change of Olympic sports event evaluation standards, economic benefit and social benefit are not only the measurement standards any more. Higher social benefits should be created to attract all countries to join in the premise when economic benefit is valued. International Olympic Committee adds more measurement standards gradually, such as audience rating, ticket sales, and global popularity. It is obvious
that the global popularity of sports events is still a major measurement standard now.

4. Conclusion

Above all, the item setting of the Olympic Games is the primary orientation of the current reformation of the Olympic Games and it is a necessary choice to make the competitive events more flexible and attract more new competitive events to enter into the Olympic Games which is also the mainstream of time’s development. The item-setting of the Olympic Games can fully show the principles of the Olympic Games only by being more suitable to the world’s trend of development and contribute to the world.
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